www.manatushotel.com
Located on the Main Water Channel
National Park TORTUGUERO, the North Caribbean, Costa Rica
Tortuguero is on Costa Rica's North Caribbean Region, one of the most diverse
National Parks, with 11 ecological habitats, from high rainforest to herbaceous marsh
communities. Back of the lagoon is a coastal rainforest threaded by an infinite maze of
serpentine canals and streams fed by rivers flowing from the central mountain range
A room at Manatus Hotel begins with an extraordinary sense of peace and solace. Your
exclusive room is designed to inspire; its beauty connects you with the surrounding
environment of a wildlife sanctuary and of water canals. Enjoy nature at its maximum
splendor, without sacrificing comfort; our pool next to the canal gives our guests the
illusion of becoming one with the wild.”
We received the “NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC FLAG”, thanks to the support, that the hotel
has been giving for a program to protect the Manatee, threatened specie in
Tortuguero.
In Manatus, and attention of quality is not an exception is a rule. We offer VIP services
and all the possibilities for romantic getaways, family vacations, sports and adventures
escapes.
Ours the 12 luxurious units have:

Luxury Finishings
Air Conditioning
Satellite TV
Private terrace with bench
Mini Bar

Two queen size beds
Outdoor private patio with shower
Hand Painted sinks
Hotel Facilities / VIP Services
Bar and restaurant a la carte
Swimming Pool, exuberant gardens
Private Forest Preserve
Private Boat with bathroom WC
Excursions and activities
Panoramic Dock
Laundry service
Covered walkways
Art Gallery
We have an exclusive art collection from the National Artist Marcela Crespo Gallegos.
Also paintings from local artists are exhibited and available for sale.
Spa
Spa services are offered upon request delivered on premises – private solarium has
been specially designed for this purpose. Our therapists can offer:

Relaxing Massage
Stone Massage
Manicure and Pedicure
Facials
Hair Treatment
Hair Removal with Wax
Braid
Gym
Several workout fitness machines are located in a small gym at the main building.

Internet Service
Computers with internet connection can be used at our lobby area. You can find
a Pool table and several other games in this same area.
Our Bar and Restaurant
The best service is offered at the “Ara Macaw” a la carte Restaurant. It will pleased all
your senses with the exclusively designed menu by a renowned international chef. Our
cuisine, defined as afro-Caribbean fusion shows a special combination of local
Caribbean flavors and scents. Guests have also a choice among more traditional and
cosmopolitan dishes.
To celebrate special moments, or to share the most romantic evenings our “Morpho
Bar”, will deliver you a unique sense of serenity and a peaceful atmosphere so you can
enjoy any of our extraordinary cocktails.
Activities
Fishing Tour
The fishing tour provides the opportunity to enjoy the life style of the sport fishing and
it is as well an excellent option to pass time of quality with family or friends.
Canopy Tour
It offers to the adventurous tourists the incredible experience to cross the forest from
the canopy of the trees.
Kayaks
There are few ways to as intimately see the wild life as from kayak that quiet and
smoothly slides among the colorful water channels.

Aquatic Bicycle
Tortuguero is characterizes by his beauty and its beautiful channels. The aquatic
bicycle is the best way to enjoy them.

Frogs and Bird Watching
We have reconstructed in our trails the natural habitat of the frogs,

allowing these animals to live safe and creating the right conditions for
them to reproduce. Besides that our platforms in the trees offer the
possibility so see wildlife, specially birds, from a perspective reserved to a
selected group of investigators and photographers.

Turtle Tour
Be part of this incredible phenomenon of the nature in the most
important site of the western part of the Caribbean for the egglaying of the Green Turtle (Only June, July and August).
THE MANATEES’ CONSERVATION
Our main concern is nature conservation and the preservation of threatened species
such as the manatee. For that reason we join forces with the Manatee Conservation
Foundation, with the objective to create an information program for the community in
order to understand their behavior and protect their habitat.
Thanks to that effort, our hotel was awarded with the “National Geographic Flag”,
which we exhibit to remind us Dr. Bernard Nietschmann’s words on that occasion:

“To preserve the silent sirens (manatees) who live under the black waters…”
-Dr. Bernard Nietschmann.-

